
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Consumption and societal issues  
 

A survey of the habits and opinions of the Swedish population 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

 Interests and current affairs  
 

 Question 1 In general, how interested are you in: 
       

 
Not interested 

at all 
      

Very 
interested 
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 Sport             

 Cooking             

 Your local community             
       

 Swedish politics             

 Nature and the outdoors             

 Environmental issues             
       

 Science and technology             

 Consumer issues             

 Fashion/clothes             
       

 Travel             

 Culture             

 The economy             
       

 Human rights             

 Foreign affairs             

 
Developing countries/ 

the third world             
      

 Question 2 Which do you feel are the most important issues or societal problems in Sweden today? 
State a maximum of three issues/societal problems. 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

 Question 3 How often do you watch/listen to/read the news via the following media? 

         
  Never  Very rarely 

1-2 days a 
week  

3-4 days a 
week 

5-6 days a 
week 

Every day  

 Local news on Radio P4        
 Environmental news on national radio        
 News on local commercial radio        
         
 News programme on SVT or TV4        
 Regional news on SVT or TV4        
 International TV news channel (e.g. 

BBC, CNN, Al Jazeera)       
 

         
 Teletext        
 Morning newspaper (including the 

internet)       
 

 Evening newspaper (including the 
internet)       

 



  
 

The future 
 

 Question 4 When you consider the situation today, what do you feel is the most worrying aspect 
regarding the future? 

      
  Very worrying Fairly worrying  Not particularly worrying Not worrying at all  

Terrorism       

Economic crisis      

Large-scale unemployment      

      
Environmental pollution      

Deterioration of the marine 
environment 

     

Global climate changes      

      
Rising food prices      

Growing social divides      

Poverty in the third world      

Violation of human rights      

      

 Question 5 How do you think the following factors will change over the 2 to 3 years? 

      
 

 
Significantly 

worse 
Slightly worse 

Roughly the 
same 

Slightly better 
Significantly 

better 
 No opinion 

 

 Your household's financial 
situation         

 The Swedish economy        
 The global economy        
         
 The Swedish job market        
 The state of the global 

environment        
 Living conditions for the world's 

poor        

         

 

 
Politics and society  

 
 Question 6 Which factor or factors are included in the concept of sustainable development?  

        Included  Not included  
 Economic    

 Social     

 Cultural    

 Environmental    

      



  
 

 

 Question 7 Which of the options below do you associate with fair trade?  

      
 Trade which is not governed by customs duties 

or trade quotas 

Trade in goods which are produced in 
acceptable working conditions in developing 

countries 

The Swedish Trade Union Confederation's 
attempt to increase competition in Swedish 

trade 
 

     

     

 Question 8 Which is your preferred political party at the moment? 

        
  The Left Party (Vänsterpartiet)  The Moderates (Moderaterna)  The Feminist Initiative 

(Feministiskt initiativ) 
 

  The Social Democratic Party 
(Socialdemokraterna) 

 The Christian Democrats 
(Kristdemokraterna) 

 The June List Party (Junilistan) 
 

  The Centre Party (Centerpartiet)  The Green Party (Miljöpartiet)  The Pirate Party (Piratpartiet)  
  The Liberal Party (Folkpartiet)  The Sweden Democrats 

(Sverigedemokraterna) 
 Other (please specify): 
___________________ 

 

     

 Question 9 How much trust do you have in the way in which the following institutions and groups 
manage their work? 

         
 

 A lot of trust 
Quite a lot of 

trust 

Neither a lot of 
trust nor little 

trust 

Not very much 
trust 

Very little trust 

The municipal executive committee of your 
local authority      

The Swedish Government      

The Swedish Parliament      

Public authorities responsible for 
environmental issues      

      
The Swedish Consumer Agency      

Trade union organisations      

Environmental organisations      

Large companies      

      
Consumer organisations      

The European Union (EU)      

The United Nations (UN)      

The World Trade Organisation (WTO)      

      



  
 

 

 Question 10 State whether you recognise the following labels and how much trust you have in them: 

           

  
Do you 

recognise the 
label? 

 
If you recognise the label: 

How much trust do you have in it? 
 

            

  Recognise 
Do not 

recognise 
 A lot of trust 

Quite a lot of 
trust 

Neither a lot 
of trust nor 
little trust 

Not very 
much trust 

Very little 
trust 

 
 

No 
opinion 

 

 KRAV (Sw. organic food 
label)           

 

 Bra miljöval (Good 
environmental choice)           

 

 Swan (Nordic ecolabel)            

             
 CE mark            

 Green keyhole            

 Fair trade label            

             
 Forest Stewardship Council 

(FSC)           
 

 TCO label (technical 
certification)           

 

 Marine Stewardship Council 
(MSC)           

 

             
 Energy star            

 EU organic logo            

 I love ECO             

 EU flower            

            
 Question 11 In your opinion, how much can you trust people in general? 

      
 In general, people  

can't be trusted.    In general, people  
can be trusted. 
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Your spending habits 
 

 Question 12 How often have you bought the following items in the last 12 months? 

          
 

 Not at all  
A few times in 

the last 12 
months 

A few times in 
the last 6 
months 

A few times in 
the last 3 
months 

A few times in 
the last month  

A few times in 
the last week  

Several times a 
week 

 

 Toys         

 Food         

 Clothes          

          

  When it comes to your other spending habits, how often have you:  

           Bought second-hand/used 
products         

 

 Visited a shopping centre         

 Bought products with an 
ecolabel        

 

          
 Bought fair trade products         

 Asked a shop assistant for 
advice        

 

 Looked for information 
about consumer rights        

 

 Bought more than you 
could afford        

 

          

 Question 13 How easy or difficult do you find it to obtain information about: 
 

  Very easy   
Very 

difficult 
 

I don't look 
for this  
type of 

information 

 
Don't 
know 

 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7      

 Price comparisons for consumer goods            

 Product content            

 Environmentally friendly products            

 Working conditions of the workers who 
produced the goods        

 
   

             

 Question 14 On average, how much does your household spend on food shopping per week?  

         

        Less than 1000 kronor   1000-2000 kronor   2001-3000 kronor   More than 3000 kronor  



  
 

 

 
Question 15 There are often many reasons for choosing to buy one product rather than another. In 

the last 6 months, how often have you chosen food, clothes or toys for the following 
reasons? 

               

  
How often have I 

chosen food for the 
following reasons  

  How often have I 
chosen clothes for 

the following 
reasons  

  
How often have I 

chosen toys for the 
following reasons  

               

  
Rarely/
never  

Occasio
nally 

Often/v
ery 

often 

  
Rarely/
never  

Occasio
nally 

Often/ 
very 
often 

  
Rarely/
never  

Occasio
nally 

Often/ 
very 
often 

 The price of the product              

 The quality of the product              

 Health factors               
               
 Special offers               

 
The product was made in 

Sweden              

 
The product was 

environmentally friendly              
               

 
The product was manufactured 

under good working 
conditions              

 
Friends and acquaintances 

often buy similar products              
               
 To support animal husbandry              

 
To counteract society's most 

common gender 
stereotypes              

               

 
  I haven't bought 

food in the last 6 
months 

   I haven't bought 
clothes in the last 6 

months 

  
 I haven't bought toys 
in the last 6 months 

 



  
 

More information about politics and society 
 

 Question 16 Below are a number of proposals which have been made in the course of political 
debates. What is your opinion of each of them?  

          Very good 
proposal 

Fairly good 
proposal 

Neither good 
nor bad 

Fairly bad 
proposal 

Very bad 
proposal 

 

 Focus on promoting a more environmentally friendly 
society even if this means low or no economic 
growth       

         Focus more on promoting economic growth even if 
this means placing lower priority on environmental 
issues       

         Focus more on fair trade even if this means that many 
products in Swedish shops would be more 
expensive      

         Focus on promoting a more environmentally friendly 
society even if this means a lower material 
standard of living      

         Focus on providing for material needs in Sweden even 
if this means placing lower priority on aid to 
developing countries       

       
 Question 17 There are different views on what it takes to be a good citizen. In your personal 

opinion, how important is it to:  

          
 

Not important 
at all 

        
Very 

important 
 

   0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

 Vote in general elections              

 Never try to evade paying tax              

 Develop your own opinions independently from other 
people's             

 

                Always obey laws and regulations              

 Be actively involved in clubs and societies              

 Stay well-informed about what is happening in society              

                Show solidarity with people in Sweden who are worse off 
than yourself             

 

 Show solidarity with people in the rest of the world who 
are worse off than yourself             

 

 Be prepared to break the law when your conscience 
requires it              

 

                Never commit benefit fraud              

 Don't expect the state to solve problems; instead, act on 
your own initiative             

 

 Put others' interests before your own              

                Try to actively influence societal issues              

 Do not treat immigrants worse than native Swedes              

 Choose environmentally friendly, ethically produced 
products even if they are not the best and/or cheapest 
solutions for you personally             

 



  
 

 Question 18 Political viewpoints are sometimes defined on a scale of left to right. Whereabouts 
would you put yourself on a left-to-right scale? 

      
 Far left  Neither left nor right  Far right 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

              

 Question 19 How well do you feel that the Swedish state handles the following issues? 
           

   
Very 
badly  

   
Very 
well 

 
No opinion 
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 Environmental issues           

 The Swedish economy           

 The Swedish job market           
           
 Human rights throughout the world           

 Poverty in the third world           

          

 Question 20 Citizens can do various things to try to bring about improvements or prevent 
deterioration in society.  

A) In the last 12 months have you done any of the following?  

B) In general, how effective do you think that the different ways of exerting influence 
are? 

     
 

A: Done in the last 12 
months 

 
B: I believe this method of exerting 

influence is: 
             

  No Once 
Several 
times 

  
Very 

effective 
Fairly 

effective 

Not 
particularl
y effective 

Not 
effective at 

all 

 
Don't 
know 

             
 Signed a petition            
 Donated money or supported a voluntary 

organisation in another way          
 

 
 Taken part in a demonstration             
              Taken part in a campaign on the internet             
 Taken part in an illegal protest action            
 Contacted or expressed opinions in the 

press, radio or TV          
 

 
              Contacted politicians            
 Contacted or tried to influence a 

company           
 

 
 Boycotted products for political, ethical 

or environmental reasons          
 

 
              Deliberately chosen to buy certain 

products for political, ethical or 
environmental reasons          

 

 
 Tried to influence the range of products 

in a store for political, ethical or 
environmental reasons          

 

 
 Voted in a general election            



  
 

 Question 21 In your opinion, what opportunity do the following groups or people have to influence 
the development of society? 

          
  

Very little 
opportunity  

   
Very great 
opportunity 

 No opinion 
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 Yourself            

 People in general/consumers            

 Companies            

             
 Experts/researchers            

 Politicians            

 Swedish authorities            

             
 European Union (EU)            

 United Nations (UN)            

 World Trade Organisation (WTO)            

             
 Question 22 In your opinion, to what extent are the following groups and people responsible for 

trying to improve working conditions for people in poor countries? 
            
  To a very small 

extent 
 

  
  To a very 

large extent 
 No opinion  

  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7    

 Yourself           

 People in general/consumers           

 Poor people themselves           

            
 Companies           

 Experts/researchers           

 The Swedish state           

 The trade union movement           

            
 European Union (EU)           

 United Nations (UN)           

 World Trade Organisation (WTO)           

            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 

 Question 23 In your opinion, to what extent are the following groups and people responsible for 
working to create a more environmentally friendly society? 

  To a very small 
extent 

 
  

  To a very 
large extent 

 No opinion  

 
 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7    

 Yourself           

 People in general/consumers           

 People negatively affected by 
environmental pollution 

       
 

 
 

            
 Companies           

 Experts/researchers           

 The Swedish state           

 The green movement           

            
 European Union (EU)           

 United Nations (UN)           

 World Trade Organisation (WTO)           

            

 Question 24 How much solidarity do you feel with people from the following parts of the world? 
  No solidarity  A lot of solidarity  
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

People in Sweden         

People in other parts of Europe         

People in Africa         

         
People in Asia         

People in Latin America          

People in the USA         

People in other parts of the world         

          



  
 

More about your buying habits 
 

 Question 25 When you buy food, roughly how big a proportion of the total cost is made up of 
organic and fair trade products? 

           

 I don't buy food in shops          

           

  0% 1-20% 21-40 % 41-60 % 61-80 % More than 80%  Don't know  

 Organic products           

 Fair trade products          

          

 Question 26 In the last 6 months, when you bought bananas, coffee/tea and eggs, how often did you 
choose organic and/or fair trade products? 

           

  Not at all      Every time  
 I haven't bought these 

products in the last 6 months  
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

Bananas          

 Coffee/tea         

 Eggs         

          

 Question 27 How do you rate your access to the following? 

  Very bad 
access  

     Very good access 

          
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

 
Car parking near the shops you most frequently 

visit        
 

 Public transport connections to shops         

 
Shops with a good range of environmentally 

friendly products        
 

 Shops with a good range of fair trade products         

          

 Question 28 In the last 4 weeks, how often have you done the following when buying food? 

         
I haven't bought food in the last 4 weeks         

         

 Not at all       Every time  
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

Compared the prices of similar products         

Taken advantage of discounts         

Used a shopping list         
         
Checked the origin of products          

Read information on product ingredients         

Checked that the product was produced in 
good working conditions        

 

Checked that the product was 
environmentally friendly        

 

         
 



  
 

 Question 29 When you buy organic products, how important are the following reasons to you?   

      

 I never buy organic products            

     

 

 

Not important 
at all    Very important 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

 
This is an effective way of influencing society to move in a 

more environmentally friendly direction        
 

 You feel you are doing something good for other people          

 You feel you are doing something good for nature and society         

          

 Organic products are generally of better quality         

 Organic products are better for my health         

 
Organic products provide better conditions for the people who 

produce them        
 

          

 
This is an effective way of encouraging the food industry to 

be more environmentally friendly         
 

 This is an effective way of expressing your own opinions          

 
You must do something for the environment yourself, because 

the state is not doing enough        
 

          
 Question 30 When you buy fair trade products, how important to you are the reasons listed below? 

      

 I never buy fair trade products            

     

 

 

Not important 
at all    Very important 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

 
This is an effective way of influencing society to move in a 

positive direction         
 

 You feel you are doing something good for other people          

 You feel you are doing something good for nature and society         

          

 Fair trade products are generally of better quality         

 Fair trade products are better for my health         

 
Fair trade products provide better conditions for the people 

who produce them        
 

          

 
This is an effective way of encouraging producers to improve 

their employees' working conditions         
 

 This is an effective way of expressing your own opinions         
 

 This is an effective way of influencing global trade        
 

 
You must do something yourself about working conditions, 

because the state is not doing enough         
 

 



  
 

 Question 31  To what extent do you agree with the following statements? 

         

  Don't agree at 
all 

   Strongly 
agree 

 No opinion 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
  

 It is a waste of time for me to buy environmentally 
friendly and fair trade products as long as the majority of 
people don't do the same          

 

 I like to buy environmentally friendly and fair trade 
products even if no one else buys them           

            
 People should always choose product on the basis of their 

own personal values           

 Environmentally friendly and fair trade products are often 
too expensive for me           

 My choice of products makes a difference to society and 
the environment           

             



  
 

About the environment and society 
 

 Question 32 To what extent do you agree with the following statements? 

    Don't agree at all    Strongly agree  No opinion 

           
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7   

 The majority of people in Sweden live their daily lives 
without paying any attention to the environment          

 Many of the products we consume in Sweden have negative 
consequences for the environment and people in other 
countries          

 The majority of people in Sweden try to live in an 
environmentally friendly way          

           
 Economic growth does not in itself pose a threat to the 

environment          

 Environmental pollution reduces my quality of life          

 Society makes it easy for me to live in an environmentally 
friendly way           

           

 Protecting the environment poses a threat to the living 
standards of people like myself          

 In the long term, free trade is a threat to my personal 
finances           

 Environmental problems will force people to take refuge in 
other parts of the world           

           
 Free trade is good for societal development in all parts of 

the world          

 Many of the products consumed in Sweden have negative 
consequences for future generations          

 The majority of people in Sweden live their daily lives 
without paying any attention to the living conditions of 
people in poor countries           

           
 Economic growth always damages the environment          

 In the long term, better working conditions in developing 
countries will cause the prices of many goods in Sweden 
to increase          

 The majority of people in Sweden try to do something to 
improve the living conditions of people in poor countries          

           
 



  
 

Your habits 
 

 Question 33 In the last 12 months, how often have you done one of the following things? 

           
 Not at all  

A few times 
in the last 12 

months 

A few times 
in the last 6 

months 

A few times 
in the last 3 

months 

A few times 
in the last 

month  

A few times 
in the last 

week  

Several times 
a week 

 

 Travelled by or driven a car         

 Travelled by public transport         

          
 Eaten meat         

 Eaten a vegetarian meal         

 Eaten fish         

          
 Question 34  How often do you do the following things? 

          Never  Rarely  Now and then Often Very often  

 Try to reduce the amount of electricity you use at home       

 Recycle household waste       

 Avoid using disposable items        

        
 Question 35  To what extent do you agree with the following statements? 

         
  Don't agree at 

all 
   

Strongly 
agree 

 No opinion 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
 I do what I want, regardless of what others think          
 I often feel as if I am short of time          
            It is important for me to be respected by others          
 I don't like it when other people interfere in the way I live 

my life          

           
 Question 36 In the last 12 months, how often have you been exposed to advertising in one of the 

following ways? 

           
 Not at all  

A few times 
in the last 12 

months 

A few times 
in the last 6 

months 

A few times 
in the last 3 

months 

A few times 
in the last 

month  

A few times 
in the last 

week  

Several times 
a week 

 

 On TV or radio         

 In newspapers or on the internet         

 Direct mail         

          
 Question 37 Have you seen the following films? 

       
 

I haven't seen or 
heard of the films  

No, but I've heard of 
the films  

Yes, but only parts of 
the film 

Yes, the whole film  
Don't 

remember 
 

 Die Hard I        

 The Day after Tomorrow         

 An Uncomfortable Truth         

 Casablanca        

 Supersize Me        

         



  
 

A few background questions about you 
 

 
Question 38 Are you   woman    man 

  
Question 39 Which year were you born in? 

 

 Question 40 What type of home do you currently 
live in? 

  Question 41  Do you (or someone in your 
household) own or rent your 
home?         

   Detached house  

 

 Flat/apartment block 

 

 

 

 

 

Own (including housing 
association/shared ownership) 

   Terraced or row house   Other type of property   Rent 

 Question 42 What type of area do you live in? 

       
  The centre of a large city  The centre of a town or large urban area  Smaller town 

  The outskirts/suburbs of a 
large city 

 The outskirts/suburbs of a town or large urban 
area 

 Completely rural area 

       

 Question 43 Who makes up your household? 

      
     I live alone       I live with/regularly share my home with someone  

      
 Question 44 Do you have children? If so, how old are they? 

        

  Don't have children 0-6 years old 7-12 years old 13-17 years old 18 or older  

        
        
  Number of children ______     

     

 Question 45 If you have children, do you also have 
grandchildren? 

            Yes               No  

 Question 46 Which of the following options best describes your current home? 

       
   Working class home  Professional home          Entrepreneur's home 

   Farmer's home  Executive home   

   
 Question 47 Which of the following groups do you currently belong to? 

     
  Gainfully employed (including on sick leave or 

parental leave) 
 Receiving an old age pension/collective occupational 

pension 

 
 Working as part of a "back-to-work" 

programme/taking part in a vocational training 
course 

 On sickness or incapacity benefit 

  Unemployed  Student 

     
    Other: _____________________________________ 
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 Question 48 What is your level of education? Mark the option you feel is most suitable. If you 
haven't finished your education, mark the level you are currently at. 

     

  Not finished compulsory school or equivalent 
mandatory school 

 Post-secondary education, not university 

  Compulsory school or equivalent mandatory school  College/university studies 

  Studies at upper secondary school, folk high school 
or equivalent level 

 College/university degree 

  Diploma from an upper secondary school, folk high 
school or equivalent 

 Post-graduate degree 

   

 Question 49 On the whole, how would you describe the financial situation of your household? 

       

 Much worse than the 
average in Sweden 

Slightly worse than the 
average in Sweden 

About the same as the 
average in Sweden 

Slightly better than the 
average in Sweden 

Much better than the 
average in Sweden 

 

       

       

 Question 50 How does your household manage on its current income? 
        

  Very badly Quite badly 
Neither well nor 

badly 
Quite well Very well  

        

        

 
Question 51 Please put a cross in the box which corresponds to the approximate total annual income 

in SEK of all the people in your household before tax (pensions and student grants 
should be included in the approximate income). 

      
  100,000 or less  201 000-300 000  401 000-500 000  601 000-700 000  

  101 000-200 000  301 000-400 000  501 000-600 000  More than 700,000  

      

 Question 52  Where did you, your father and your mother mainly grow up?  

      

  You Your father  Your mother  

 Completely rural area in Sweden     

 Small town in Sweden     

      
 Town or large urban area in Sweden     

 Stockholm, Göteborg or Malmö     

      
 Another Scandinavian country     

 Another European country     

 A country outside Europe     

      



  
 

 

 Question 53 In the last 12 months have you been involved with an association/organisation? (You 
can put more than one cross on each row). 

         

  
Taken part in a 

gathering/meetin
g/event 

Taken part in a 
web forum 

Done voluntary 
work 

Donated money Other No  

 Sports or outdoor association        

 Environmental organisation        

 Political party/alliance        

         
 Trade union organisation        

 Humanitarian aid organisation        

 Human rights organisation        

         
 Consumer organisation        

 Church/religious society        

 Other type of 
association/organisation 

       

         
 



  
 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR 

COOPERATION. 
 
 
 

If you have any further views on a specific question in the survey, or on the survey 
as a whole, we would like to hear them.  

 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 
You can also contact the project manager, Professor Michele Micheletti, at 
michele.micheletti@statsvet.su.se or on +46 (0)8 16 30 65. 

 

 

This number is only used to allow the  
responses we receive to be checked  
off by the computer's optical  
reader and to prevent you from  
receiving an unnecessary reminder.       __________________ 


